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discharged blood, sometimes so copiously that the flow was
arrested with difficulty. Three weeks after the last b2amor-

rhage the aneurysm diminished and he left hospital declaring
himself to be quite well. The late Dr. George Balfour in
his Olinical Lectures on Diseases of the Heart and Aorta" "

refers to a ease of aneurysm of the aortic arch and

innominate artery which ruptured opposite the cartilage of
the third rib. A stream of blood somewhat thicker than a
crow quill issued. The patient, nowise alarmed, held a bowl
to receive the contents of what he supposed to be a bloody
boil and even squeezed it with his chin to empty it faster.
After he had lost a quart of blood he fainted and the

bleeding ceased. Four months later he died from typhus
fever, the haemorrhage never having recurred.

HOW DISEASE MAY BE SPREAD.

A CASE which was recently heard at the North London t

police-court demonstrates how disease may be spread by 1
direct non-compliance with medical instructions. A young I
married man appeared before the magistrate to answer a I
summons taken out at the instance of the Islington borough 3
council charging him with wilfully walking about and

mixing ;with the general public whilst suffering from 1
diphtheria after being informed by a medical man of the
nature of the disease. The defendant suffered from a sore-
throat and went to the Great Northern Central Hospital. He
was seen by the house physician who told him that he was
suffering from diphtheria and must be at once isolated and
sent to the fever hospital. The patient, however, left the
hospital and went home, promising to return in an hour, but
he did not do so. The house physician had no power
to detain him, and as he did not come back very

properly reported the matter to the local sanitary
authority. The diagnosis was verified by the culture

test. Three days subsequently the patient went to

a medical practitioner who at that stage of the disease

failed to recognise it as diphtheria and told the man
that he might go on with his work. The patient, however,
did not mention the fact that a diagnosis of diphtheria had
been previously made at the hospital. The magistrate,
after severely admonishing the defendant, very properly
fined him the full penalty of &pound; 5. The hospital
authorities were placed in a difficult position. There
is no law by which the patient could be detained

against his will. It is, however, a question that might
well be considered whether the power should not be

given to the medical officers of public institutions to

restrain patients suffering from infectious diseases from

rendering themselves a public danger. The measures which
would be necessary to interfere with the liberty of the

subject" would, of course, have to be laid down carefully.
Undoubtedly considerable danger is likely to arise by
individuals directly acting against medical advice when

informed that they are the subjects of diseases which are
included amongst those of which notification has to be

given. 
-

FORMIC ACID IN THE TREATMENT OF TREMOR.

M. E. Clement deals with the action of formic acid in the
treatment of tremor in a Lote which was read before the
Acad&eacute;mie des Sciences of Paris and which was published
in the Comptes Rendus, 1905, No. 18, p. 1198. The drug
was administered with success in two severe cases of

tremor, one a woman, aged 65 years, and the other a man,
aged 72 years. The patients had suffered from tremor for
ten and 18 years respectively. In each case the tremors
were not due to senility as the chin, lips, and head were
unaffected. The tremors disappeared during rest or at least
were very faint. Formic acid was administered in doses of
four grammes of the normal solution, with results which were
both rapid and surprising. In two days the tremors were

modified to such an extent that the patients were able to drink
from a glass with one hand without spilling the liquid,
whereas previously they had with difficulty drunk from a glass
supported by both hands. Each day improvement was made
though the tremors did not entirely disappear, which was not
a matter for surprise seeing that in each case they were of
long standing. M. Clement considers that no other drug has
such a rapid and definite action for the purpose as formic
acid. Hyoscyamine, hitherto considered the best remedy,
does not, he states, compare with formic acid, and here is
reason to hope that the remedy may also prove useful in
certain forms of chorea. 

____

THE EARTHQUAKE IN CALABRIA.

"BREAD and shelter," these words comprise the most

clamant of the many appeals from Calabria, whose popula-
tion, famished, houseless, enfeebled physically and morally,
looks idly on in a state of semi- stupefaction as the relief
parties, mainly soldiers and servants of the Red Cross, pass
from ruined village to dilapidated township on their humane
mission. Till the poor sufferers are adequately fed, clothed,
and accommodated under a roof it is in vain to expect from
them any active or effective cooperation with the well-

meaning but not always well-inspired endeavours of their
benefactors, official and amateur. Nor is there an hour to

lose, particularly in the matter of providing shelter. The

torrential rainfall characteristic of commencing autumn in
Italy is expected from one day to another, indeed there
are indications that it has already started, and what the con-
dition of the half-starved, semi-nude, wholly demoralised
population bivouacking under the " random bield " of

hedgerow or cavern may become can be only too painfully
anticipated. The danger as well as insufficiency of the
shifts to which the sufferers are put to may be realised
from one incident out of many. A countryman, by
way of improvising a dormitory for himself, placed a

sort of shed propped on wooden supports against
the still standing wall of his ruined house. One of
the recurrent seismic shocks levelled both wall and
shed with the ground, burying the sleeper under the debris.
Rescued by a relief party, he was so contused and maimed
externally and internally that after lingering for three days
he died (as the reporter states) in I I dolori orribili." " Near
one of the severely visited townships the King in his philan-
thropic circuit was met by the local clergy, headed by the
bishop, who appealed to his Majesty in aid of the churches,
many of them a mass of rubbish. ’’ First shelter, then
churches" (-P7’tm<x tetti, poi chiese), was the King’s curt
rejoinder, which sums up the most urgent need of the hour.
The Red Cross, from its centre in Rome to its branches
in the chief provincial towns, is active in forwarding
tents and supplies of food and clothing, and already many
hundreds of the population are enabled to spend the night
under shelter after the primary wants of nature in

sustenance and raiment have been satisfied. As a pro-
visional step this is invaluable-giving time, before the rainy
season has set in definitely, for the engineers and soldiery to
demolish the tottering and dangerous buildings preparatory
to utilising the material in the erection of new tenements on
safer ground. Pari pas81l with this work of demolition, the
dead bodies are being removed and buried where cremation
is impracticable, and by this means the intolerable fcetor now
all too perceptible in the more heavily visited districts is

disappearing, to the manifest relief of the population and to
the minimising of the danger from disease due to the infected
atmosphere. The first panic over and the febrile, not always
well directed, energy of the relief parties replaced by
maturer and more systematic measures, the whole of the
relief organisation is now working steadily, harmoniously,
and effectively-thanks, in the first instance, to the reassur-
ing and inspiiiting presence, or rather ubiquity, of the King,
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and next to the experienced action of the regimental
and Red Cross relief parties&mdash;all cooperating on a

well-considered plan and all vying with each other to

anticipate, by adequate provisions, the advent of that

continued rainfall which would prove only less disastrous
than the earthquake itself to a population predisposed to
well-nigh every form of ailment, bodily and mental. No

disaster, however great, is altogether without its salutary
sequelse, and one effect of the recent earthquake has already
been to send a thrill of common sentiment through the
whole Italian kingdom, to extinguish provincial and even
parochial jealousies, and to prove to the people themselves
not less than to the outside world that the ’’ unity " of Italy is
indeed an accomplished fact. 22 years ago, when the great
thermopathic resort of Casamicciola, in the island of Ischia,
was the scene of a similar visitation, the measures of relief were
rendered all but useless from the favouritism and the partiality
displayed by those in charge of them. So much so, that on
the morrow of this last earthquake in South Italy no less
a man than Professor Antonino Anile, lecturer on anatomy in
the University of Naples, thought it right, through the

Giornale d’Italia, to warn the charitable public, domestic
and foreign, of the possible malversation of the funds

subscribed to mitigate the disaster. The events of the
last week in Calabria and throughout Italy have

happily rendered his warning unnecessary. The ’’ sense

of citizenship "-a product of tardy growth in Italy&mdash;has
developed marvellously throughout the kingdom in the last
two decades. And now, to the admiration of the civilised
world and to the moral rehabilitation of Italians themselves,
all classes, high and humble, official and non-official, are
cooperating in the well-organised work of Christian charity-
an exhibition not only of true patriotism but of collective
philanthropy fraught with the best omen for the youngest (if
also the ol.!est) of the Latin powers.

THE HYGIENE OF THE BARBER.

WE mentioned in an annotation in THE LANCET of Dec. 17th
last that we had received a copy of the rules which it was
intended to introduce in London for the more hygienic
management of hairdressers’ establishments. These rules
were drawn up by the Incorporated Guild of Hair-

dressers, Wigmakers, and Perfumers, in conjunction
with the medical officer of health of the City of London.
Previously to that, in September, 1904, we discussed
the subject in a leading article. We have now received
from the local authority under the Public Health

Act, 1903, for the city of Launceston, a bill measuring
approximately 15 inches by 9 inches, and dated August lst,
1905, setting forth the instructions issued by the local

authority for the said city, for the better hygienic manage-
ment of hairdressing saloons." This bill, which is intended
to be suspended permanently in a conspicuous place in the
saloon (which intimation is printed on the top of the bill in
red ink), notifies that the occupier of every room used for
the purpose of the trade of a hairdresser should conform
with the following requirements :-(1) Hair should be

swept up regularly and floors washed twice a week;
(2) hot and cold water and efficient drainage should

be maintained and the hands of the operator washed

before attending each customer ; (3) shelves should be

impervious; (4) cupboards should have clear glass fronts;
(5) no cretonne, tapestry, or plush should be used ; (6) head-
rests should be protected by a separate paper or linen

serviette for each customer ; (7) clean, washable overalls
(not black) without pockets should be worn by
operators; (8) soap should be in powder, wafer, or

tablet form; (9) razors should be wiped on paper ; (10)
separate wool or serviette should be used instead of sponges;
(11) alum or magnesia should be kept in a dredger;

(12) mugs and shaving brushes should be cleansed after
each operation ; (13) no one with obvious skin disease
shall be shaved unless the hairdresser is satisfied that the

disease is not contagious; (14) sponges, powder puffs,
magnesia blocks, astringent sticks, corks in bottles, or
revolving brushes should not be used ; (15) scissors, brushes
and combs, hair clippers, and razors should be stripped of
grease by means of ammonia or soda and cleansed in some
antiseptic solution ; (16) the antiseptics recommended are
cyllin, izal, and chinosol ; and (17) hairdressers shall include
barbers. It will be seen that the words " should be" are

used in nearly all of the requirements instead of "shall

be " or " must be," but the advice given is so sensible that

compulsion was probably felt to be unnecessary.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
TUBERCULOSIS IN PARIS.

THERE are already 1800 members inscribed as desirous
of participating in this Congress. They come from 33
different countries, but we understand that of these, so

far, only 45 are British. This is very regrettable con-

sidering the importance of the gathering to medicine

generally and the particular interest which all British
sanitarians should take in the prevention of tubercu-
losis. M. Loubet, the President of the Republic, will
entertain 120 of the leading delegates to dinner and will
receive all the members of the Congress later ir. the evening
at the Palace of the Elys&eacute;e. This will probably be on
Oct. 7th-that is, the last day of the Congress. On the first

day of the Congress, Oct. 2nd, the President of the Congress,
Dr. Herard, will entertain the members at the Hotel Con-
tinental. On the next day there may be a reception at the
Ministry of the Interior and the Thursday will be devoted to
numerous excursions. Among these there will be a visit to
a new sanatorium at Montigny en Ostrevent, near Douai,
which will then be inaugurated by the President of the

Republic. On the same day other excursions will proceed
to the Sanatorium of Bligny for adults and of Ormesson-

Villiers for children. On the Friday there will be a great
banquet when it is calculated at least 900 persons will

sit together at table and the daily newspaper Le Matin is
organising a fete at the Chatelet Theatre in honour of the
members of the Congress. The"e will consequently be no
lack of diversions during the week and, to judge from the
reports which are to serve as the bases of discussion, some
useful work should result from this international gathering.
We would urge on our countrymen the necessity that British
medicine should be adequately represented.

A METHOD OF PROTECTION AGAINST THE
ROENTGEN RAYS.

THE numerous devices in use for the purpose of protecting
the skin from the action of the Roentgen rays fall into two
groups-viz., those consisting of opaque envelopes placed in
the neighbourhood of the centre of emission of the rays and
screens designed to cover the body of the operator, including
spectacles, gloves, and aprons. But each class of protector
possesses certain disadvantages. The principal defect of the
localisers which comprise the first class is that a modifica-
tion of the electric field around the Crookes tube is set up
which tends to render the apparatus defective in working.
Protective garments, on the other hand, hinder the move-
ments of the operator. M. J. Bergom6 of Bordeaux has
described a method free from these inconveniences, which
has been tried for six months in the medical department in
the University of Bordeaux and in various hospitals. This
method consists in so arranging matters that the operators
are above a horizontal plane passing through the anti-

kathode, while the patient alone is below that plane. The

operator is thus able without risk to handle the sensitive


